
FS2
Curriculum Overview

Term Topic
Read Write

Inc
(Phonics)

Communication, Language and Literacy Maths Thematic
Learning Outcomes

Enrichment
Activities

Autumn

Me and My
Family Knows

most of set
1 sound
and can

orally blend

The numbers
up to 10 will
be covered

and all 7 core
areas of
maths

explored

(Pattern,
Counting and
Comparison,

Number
Operations

Change,
Measurement

, Geometry,
Sets and
Number

Composition)

I can talk about my
members of my family

and community

I can discuss a range of
emotions

I can compare
similarities and

differences between my
family and others

I can say where I live

I can explore properties
of houses

Family Tree

Who are you

going to call?

Knows set
1 sounds
and read
words by
blending

I can understand how to
keep my body safe and

healthy

I can make healthy
choices

I can discuss ways to
keep my teeth healthy

Post Office
Trip



I can talk about different
occupations and ways

of life

I can talk about how
festivals are celebrated

around the world

I can perform in an
whole class production

Spring

Into the
Woods

Ditties

Numbers 0-10
will continue

to be explored
but with an

emphasis on
operations

(change) This
forms a

foundation for
pupils

learning their
number
bonds.

Numbers to
20 will also be
covered and

all 7-core
areas of
maths

explored
through
these.

I can discuss and
compare different

habitats

I can name trees and
plants

I can use natural
materials to make a

collage

I can compare different
environments

I can performs songs
and rhymes

I can explore the natural
world

I can describe what I
see, hear and feel whilst

outside

Teddy Bear
Picnic



Out of this
World

Red

I can compare historical
events

I can talk about
historical figures from

the past.

I can talk about simple
scientific concepts

I can discuss how
people have different
beliefs and celebrate

special times in
different ways

Alien
Invasion!

Summer

The World
We Live In

Green

Numbers 0-20
will continue

to be explored
through all

7-core areas
of

mathematics.

An emphasis
on number

bonds.

Recalling
number facts

including
doubling and

halving.

I know how to take care
of the environment

I can use materials for a
purpose to make an new

invention

I can discuss how
people can have an

impact on the
environment

I can observe and talk
about how to grow fruit

and vegetables

Eco -
Recycling

Day

Penshurst
Pirate Crew Purple

I can discuss habitats
and compare them to

others The Deep



Recognising
patterns of
the number

systems.

I can conduct a simple
science experiment

I can use books and
computers to research
real historical events

I can draw a simple map

I can follow a simple
map

I can sing a sea shanty

I can craft materials to
make props for my play


